Thank you.

Best Regards,

Lazuardi

Pada tanggal 8 Jan 2016 00.02, "Pak. J. Nutrition" <editorpn@gmail.com> menulis:

Dr. Mochamad Lazuardi

Subject: LC ESI-MS and FT-IR method for active substances identification of methanolic extract of *endrophthoe Petandra* L. Miq., leaves as a progesterone-like effect

By: Lazuardi. M, Hermanto. B

Dr. Mochamad Lazuardi

We are pleased to inform you that your research article has been accepted for publication in Pakistan Journal of Nutrition. However, a large number of grammatical and sentence construction errors are found in your article. Most of the sentences are haphazard. Pakistan Journal of Nutrition is very much concerned about the clarity and professionalism of your manuscript. Our database shows that a large number of research articles were rejected due to a number of grammatical mistakes. You can negotiate with American Journal Experts and Bioscience Editing Solutions to provide you language editing services at competitive rates.

Non English authors may contact with American Journal Experts or Bioscience Editing Solutions for professional scientific editing services before submission or after acceptance of their manuscripts to eliminate (minimize) the chances of rejection due to poor English.

You are therefore requested that please re-submit your article after editing its language with EDITORIAL CERTIFICATE for further processing.

WAITING FOR YOUR QUICK RESPONSE

Dir. Publication
Pakistan Journal of Nutrition
Dear Sir

Please submit the edited paper. Please submit the file on which the editors of “Bioscience Editing Solution” has pointed out the mistakes and their corrections. We want to see their comments and we also want to make it sure that all the corrections have been incorporated correctly.

Don't hesitate to contact us if you still have any query.

WAITING FOR YOUR QUICK RESPONSE

Dir. Publication

Pakistan Journal of Nutrition

Asian Network for Scientific Information,
308 - Lasani Town, Sargodha Road,
Faisalabad, Pakistan

Pak. J. Nutrition <editorpjn@gmail.com>

kepada saya
E-mail: editorpn@gmail.com

http://www.pjbs.org/pjnonline/index.htm

Reference No. PJN-3451

Kotak Masuk

Mochamad Lazuardi <lazuardi@fkh.unair.ac.id>  Rab, 27 Jan 2016 05.18

kepada Journal, ardiunair@yahoo.co.uk, saya

To. Managing Director of Pakistan Nutrition Journals

By these letter I sent back again my manuscript after editing by Bioscience Editing Solution as your recomended.

I hope my manuscript can be following processes again.

Regard

Dr. Mochamad Lazuardi

4 Lampiran
Hormat lazuardi

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Pak. J. Nutrition <editorpjn@gmail.com>
Date: 2016-02-17 9:40 GMT-08:00
Subject: REFERENCE NO. PJN-3451 [Galley Proof]
To: lazuardi@fkh.unair.ac.id

Dear Dr. Mochamad Lazuardi,

We are pleased to inform you that your research article has been accepted for publication in Pakistan Journal of Nutrition. However, it is observed that in Materials and Method section you have quoted reference number which is not according to the format of the journal, so please insert the references instead of reference number. Moreover, Table 3 is discussed in the article where as there are only two Tables available, where is Table 3?

Please find attach herewith the Galley Proof of your research article. Read it carefully and inform us immediately if there is any typing mistake in it.

It is also requested that please send the printing cost i.e. US $ 225 in favour of Asian Network for Scientific Information.

Dir. Publication

Pakistan Journal of Nutrition

Asian Network for Scientific Information,

308 - Lasani Town, Sargodha Road,

Faisalabad, Pakistan
Mochamad Lazuardi <lazuardi@fkh.unair.ac.id>  Sab, 20 Feb 2016 22.23

to. Manager Ed. of Pak Journal Nutrition
  bcc MI Pasha as an Admin Officer (Finance)

The Date of paid : 18 of February 2016
  Name : HANDI DWI RAHMAT BAYU (my son)
  Addressed : Rungkut Barata XV/14 Surabaya - Indonesia
  Bank : Bank Central Asia branch office Surabaya- Indonesia

Please let me know if you received the money

Regard Prof. Lazuardi
n.b: in the last e-mail i am wrong not 18 of February but 19 of February
  Name of my son :
  Handi Dwi Rachma Bayu (wrong) Right : Handi Dwi Rahmat Bayu

Area lampiran

Mochamad Lazuardi <lazuardi@fkh.unair.ac.id>  Min, 21 Feb 2016 08.11

to. Journal, saya

Ok I think the invoice payment from me (attachment) was complete procedure and can be taken the money.
Let me know in Monday morning i hope you can take the money

Best Regard Lazuardi

Pada tanggal 21 Feb 2016 01.33, "Pak. J. Nutrition" <editorpjn@gmail.com> menulis:

We have noted the information. Please give us some time. Bank will take some time to complete the transaction procedure.
Fwd: Transfer money

Mochamad Lazuardi <lazuardi@fkh.unair.ac.id> Jum, 19 Feb 2016 17.38

kepada ardiunair, saya

---------- Pesan terusan ----------
Dari: lazuardi@fkh.unair.ac.id
Tanggal: 19 Feb 2016 17.21
Subjek: Transfer money
Kepada: "Pak. Journal of Nutrition" <editorpjn@gmail.com>
Cc:

To. Editor in chief Pak. J. Nutrition., the bill already paid from Bank of Central Asia. Please let me know after received the money.

Regard
Dr. Lazuardi

Area lampiran